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1. Introduction

Non-thermal low-temperature plasmas used in plasma processing are mainly composed of
hot electrons (average electron energy 0.5 eV - 5 eV), cold ions, and neutral gas molecules,
which both have energies corresponding to temperatures in the range of 300 K to 1000 K. In
stationary plasma, the ion loss rate equals the ion production rale. Electron impact ionization
of the neutral heavy particles in ground or in excited states is the initial, an important and in
many plasmas the dominant ion formation process depending on the shape of the electron
energy distribution function. The efficiency of a particular ionization process in the plasma is
determined by the overlap of the electron energy distribution function with the respective
cross section. The electron impact can produce the molecular ion by direct ionization and by
dissociative ionization fragment ions and neutral products such as radicals and smaller neutral
stable molecules. Thus, the dissociative ionization is not only important for the charge carrier
production, but it is also an essential step in initiating plasma chemical reactions. However,
the ions are even more important in the sheath regions of the plasma near the wall of the
plasma reactor or near the electrodes where is a large potential drop. In this region, the ions
are the main carrier of kinetic and potential energy, which may be transferred to the surface
and which serves as the "trigger" for a number of processes there, e.g. recombination,
sputtering, chemical reactions etc. Electron impact ionization has been studied since the
1930s. The experiments were developed in two general directions. One is to examine the
ionization process at a very fundamental physical level and figure out the finer details of the
process. The other one is to determine the probability of ion formation of the specific ions of a
given target as a function of the electron impact energy, i.e., the partial ionization cross
section on an absolute scale. The charge-weighted sum of all partial ionization cross sections
then gives the total ionization cross section. Numerous general reviews liave been published
on the topic of electron impact ionizalion of atoms and molecules by this time. For example,
we note the earlier summaries of Kieffer and Dunn [1], and Mark and Dunn [2], which
include the unchanged fundamentals. Since the middle of the eighties the research is
characterized by the improvement and/or new development of the experimental set-ups. The
fundamental new aspect is to avoid or to correct ion loss at the extraction, transmission, and
detection stage of the ion trajectory- Especially excess kinetic energy of fragment ions was
found to be a cause of ion loss. Detailed information of the recent progress and the various
experimental techniques is summarized in the reviews of Mark [3], Matt et at. [4], Becker et
al. [5], Basner et al. [6] and in the numerous special references quoted therein. The primary
emphasis of this contribution is our experimental investigation of the formation of positive
ions of molecules for plasma processing.

2. Experimental details

The ionization cross-section measurements were carried out using a time of iliglit mass
spectrometer [7,8] under single collision conditions with operating pressures not higher than
0.5 mPa measured by a spinning rotor viscosity gauge. A schematic diagram of the time of
flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) is shown in figure I. The TOF-MS can be operated either
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in a linear mode using detector I or in a reflection mode using the reflector (grids: Gj, C14, Gj)
and detector II. Both detectors are micro channel plate detectors (chevron arrangement, 40
mm diameter) for ion counting. All measurements described here were performed with the
TOF-MS operated in the linear mode. The ion efficiency curves were measured
simultaneously for Ar and the molecule under study in a well-defined gas mixture in an effort
to ensure identical operating conditions for the detection of the ions of each gas. The
measured relative partial ionization cross sections were put on an absolute scale by
normalization relative to the total Ar ionization cross section of 2.77 x 10'16 cma at 70 eV [9].
Typically, the electron gun was operated using electron pulses of 90 ns width at a repetition
rate of 15 kHz. The electron beam has a diameter of about 0.6 mm in the interaction region
and the amplitude of the electron beam current is in the range from I - 10 uA with energy-
spread of about 0.5 eV (FWHM). The impact energy can be varied from 5 eV to 900 eV and
the electron beam is guided by a weak magnetic field (200 O).

1 I IG. 1. Schematic diagram of (he tinie-ot'-tlight
mass spectrometer (TOF-MS} and an expanded view
of the electron impact ion source used in the present
study (all dimensions are in mm): electron beam
(tungsten filament, 0 - (-900) V); apertures: S, (0.5 x
4 umv\ 22.4 V pre-acceleration). S> /Si (0.5 x 4
mm2. 22.4 V or 70 V below the potential of the
filament; pulsed), S* (0.4 x 0.4 mm", grounded);
rcpeller {0 - +3 kV); collision chamber exit aperture
(6.5 x 6.5 mnr, molybdenum grids (G|, G2;:
transmission °0 %: grounded); flight tube entrance
electrode (diameter 10 mm, 0 - +3 kV); deflector (0
- +500 Vi; Einzel lens (0 - ±13 kV); reflector
(copper grids (GJ .GJ .GJ ) : transmission l)4%);
detector [ and II ( Galileo, 40 mm diameter MCP,
active area 12.5 cm*).

Extraction fields up to 3 kV/cm with a 10 ns rise time can be applied to the repellcr at least 10
ns after the incident electron pulse passed through the ionization region. The output from the
MCP-detector is preamplified and recorded with a 2 GHz multiscaler using a time resolution
of 500 ps. Our TOP-MS was operated in such a way that no more than one ion is created
during each electron pulse. This results in a higher number of sweeps and comparatively long
data acquisition times, but ensures, on the other hand, that dead lime corrections to the
recorded signals arc negligible. For tin's set-up the excess kinetic energy of fragment ions
causes the following effects:
(i) The ion source region, which is normally determined by the spatial dimensions of the

electron beam, is enlarged because of the motion of the ions during the lime interval
between their formation and their extraction,

(ii) The divergence of the extracted "ion beam" is enlarged both spatially as well as
temporally due to the variation in the spatial positions and energies of the ions when the
extraction pulse is applied.
Measurements of the ion extraction efficiency as a function of the delay time between the

end of the electron pulse and the beginning of the extraction pulse to the rcpeller revealed
constant ion currents for all fragment ions as long as the delay times were below a fixed
value. This indicates that all ions from the extraction region of the ion source arc transported
to the detector under these conditions. Furthermore, extensive studies varying the voltages on
the Einzel lens and on the horizontal and vertical dellcclion plates ensured dial the diameter of



the "ion beam" at the end of the flight tube is smaller than the diameter of the MCP (40 mm)
for every fragment ion. We conclude thai the experimental conditions necessary for 100% ion
transmission of the ions from the ion source to the detector were established with the
exception of ion loss at the grids Gi and Gj.

Since our techniques relies on measurements of ratios of ions, the detection efficiency of
the MCP for the reference ion and the various product ions of the gas under study must be the
same. A series of experiments was performed to measure the ion count rate of a constant
incident ion flux as a function of the ion impact energy for given operating voltages of the
MCP and threshold levels of the mulliscaler. Increasing the ion energy and the operating
voltage of the MCP while decreasing the threshold level of the multiscaler revealed a
saturation value of the recorded ion count rate. The saturation for doubly charged ions at the
same ion impact energy always occurred at a lower operating voltage of the MCP as expected.
A minimum threshold level of the multiscaler well above the noise level was selected in such
a way that the ion count rate was saturated for all singly charged ions and for all doubly
charged ions with twice the ion impact energies. We assume that the ion impact energy is high
enough to guarantee a 100% counting efficiency for each ion hitting the front channel plate.

3. Results

In this contribution we present a summary of electron impact ionizaüon cross-section
results for titanium tetrachloride (TiCLi) [7], tetrafluorosilane (SiF.t) [8], and hexafluoroethane
(C2F6). TiCIj is used for the plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition of titanium nitride
films. SiF-t is a gaseous product of fluorine-based plasmas for silicon etching and is used also
in the plasma-enhanced deposition of thin silicon layers. C2F6 is well known as etching gas in
the semiconductor industry.

FIG. 2, Absolute total single T1CI4 ionization cross
section as a function of electron energy up to 100
eV, present experiment {filled diamonds) and
calculated cross sections using the MAR [10] (filled
squares) and the DM formalism [11] (tilled circles).
Also shown are the present results of the charge-
weighted sum of the measured singly and doubly
charged ions (filled triangles).
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Dissociative ionization was found to be the dominant process for all three molecules. We
found evidence of the presence of the TiCU" and SiF4* parent ions in our experiments whereas
no ion signals were detected that correspond to the formation of C2F6*. Electron impact
produces only singly charged fragment ions from CTFS but singly and doubly charged
fragment ions are formed from TiCU and SiF.i.The experimentally determined total single
ionization cross section of each molecule is compared svilh results of semi-empirical
calculations [10,11] and reasonable agreement is found.

We studied the electron impact ionization of TiCI« for electron energies from threshold to
500 eV [7]. Absolute partial cross sections for the formation of all singly charged positive
ions (TiCU* (x = I - 4). IT, CI*) and for four doubly charged positive ions (TiCU** (x = 1 -
j). Ti") «ere measured. At lower impact energies up to 40 eV, the ion abundance varies
drastically with impact energy, whereas at higher energies, two ionization channels dominate,
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the formation of the TiCl3~ fragment ion with a maximum cross section of 3.75 x 10" cm" at
100 eV and the formation of the C\* fragment ion with a maximum cross section of 4 x 10'16

cm" at 70 eV. All fragment ions with the exception of TiClj+ are formed with excess kinetic
energy. The cross section values of the doubly charged ions are about one order of magnitude
smaller than those of the singly charged ions. The experimentally determined total single
ionization cross section of TiCU in comparison with results of semi-empirical calculations
[10,11] and the total ionization cross section are shown in figure 2.

FIG. 3. Absolute partial SiF4 ionization cross
sections for the singly charged ions SirY (filled
squares), SihV' (filled circles), SiF;'* (filled
inverted triangles), SiF' (filled diamonds). Si1

(stars), and F1 (tilled triangles) as a function of
electron energy up to 200 eV.
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The absolute partial cross seciions for the formation of various singly charged (SiFV (x =
1 - 4), Si*, F") and doubly charged (SiFx** (x = 1 - 3), Si**) positive ions produced by
electron impact on SiF4 were measured from threshold to 900 eV [8]. The SiF.r fragment ion
has the largest partial ionization cross section with a maximum value of 4.3 x I0"'6 cm2 at 90
eV. All other singly charged fragment ion cross sections are about one order of magnitude
smaller at this impact energy (see figure 3). The cross section values of the doubly charged
ions with the exception of SiFi" are about two orders of magnitude smaller .All fragment
ions are formed with excess kinetic energy.

The measurements of electron impact on C;F6 include the partial ionization cross sections
of CyV, C2F/, C2F*, C2~, CF/, CF:*, CF~, C*, and F" in the energy range from threshold to
900 eV. Fig. 4 shows the partial ionization cross section for the four most abundant fragment
ions from threshold to

FIG. 4. Absolute partial Cft, ionization cross
sections of the fragment ions C F / (squares). C;FY
(circles). CF' (.triangles), and CF;' (diamonds) as a
function of electron energy up to 200 fV.
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200 eV. CF3
+ is the fragment ion with the largest partial ionization cross section with a

maximum value of slightly less than 4 x !0'16 cnr at 80 eV followed by (he C2F$* partial
ionization cross section with roughly half the maximum value of die CFj+ cross section. Other
fragment ions that are formed with a maximum cross section of about 1 x 10"l(i cm2 are CF~
andCF2

+
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